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About Vince Poscente
Vince Poscente, one of the most in-demand presenters today, is an expert on set-backs to
breakthroughs, resiliency—the ability to overcome challenges and bounce back even
stronger than ever before. His client list includes top organizations with one thing in
common: they understand that success is not just about reaching your goals and getting what you want. There also has to be an intent to handle setbacks and overcome obstacles and end of smarter, stronger, and more focused than ever before, Vince knows first-hand the power that attitude,
determination, and innovation play in your future success--especially when life doesn’t go as planned.
Vince has two signature presentations where the first half of his life he went downhill. The second half he goes up. First, F u l l S p e e d A h e a d reveals
the formula for big goals in short order with his story of recreational skier to Olympics in just four short years. Second, A c c e l e r a t e B r e a k t h r o u g h s
outlines the qualities necessary to reach new heights from any valley you find yourself in. By using the backdrop of ten years of leading Heroes Climb
expeditions in the Himalayas Vince shares the Solutions Loop to overcome any chaos that may be occurring in the lives of his audience members. In
both cases, audiences experience the way to bounce back and find another path. Another solution. Another way to achieve extraordinary outcomes.
Vince is a New York Times Best Selling author. Hall of Fame Speaker in the USA and Canada. Award-winning business owner. Expedition leader.
So, what are your teams’ obstacles? The economy? Competition? Negative attitudes? Lower productivity? And the list goes on.
Vince is the #1 go-to guy for taking a team and teaching them how to lead better. Produce more. Sell more. And move past the obstacles and into a
mental space that creates the kind of success you and your team want and deserve.
This is NOT Vince just telling his story. Because everybody has a story. This is about Vince sharing strategies and solutions that will definitely change
how your team handles crises. Problems. Competition. And change. Without understanding resiliency and the absolute importance it plays on everything
and everyone—your team will not have the skills they need to overcome the things that will inevitably stand in their way.
Vince Poscente is a Certified Virtual Presenter and delivers his inspiring message either in person, online, or with hybrid events.
Select Keynotes
Accelerate Breakthroughs VIRTUAL Presentation
This message has practical takeaways and instant motivation to get your team and their activities back on track. It has been delivered around
the world for audiences wanting a high-energy, humorous, and inspiring message to break free from the limitations of chaos and 'stuckness.' It
revolves around the three key elements of T h e S o l u t i o n L o o p :
C o l l a b o r a t i o n is a function of internal and external alignment. It is triggered by looking outside yourself a different viewpoint.
C u r i o s i t y towards limitless possibilities of what a new reality looks like.
C r e a t i v i t y to narrow-in on the best options that work best for those involved.
Companies have used The Solution Loop in Accelerate Breakthroughs for remote and in-person events. Accelerate Breakthroughs helps
employees feel part of a great organization dedicated to course correction and renewed momentum.
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The Solution Loop is a methodology taken from Vince's most recent book, The Ant, Elephant, and Earthquake - From Setback to Breakthrough.
Testimonials for Vince's approach are:

In the business of life, we each, eventually, face a life-altering setback or personal devastation. How you respond can be the difference between
feeling stuck or breaking through. Break free with Vince's insights.
D o n a l d J . C a r t y, Chairman Virgin Atlantic

It is in that still and lonely place that we learn life's most transformative lessons. Vince provides a how-to guide for anyone who's ever hit rock
bottom and sees no way up. It is about triumph in the midst of tragedy, of overcoming the seemingly insurmountable and it is about an
inexhaustible faith under fire.
T . D . J a k e s, CEO of TDJ Enterprises, Movie Producer & author of Crushing
Peak to Peak Reinvention in Leadership
The art of reinvention lies in the skills of impactful and influential communication. Leaders who expertly command a clear vision can have
instant impact and lasting influence. Vince Poscente leads an interactive and transformational session on how leaders can deliver a profound
message anywhere from a room full of their employees, an audience of stakeholders or in a brief video message.
Vince has coached the Chief of Protocol of the White House, Harvard Business Book authors, CEO’s of multimillion & billion-dollar companies
and entrepreneurs intent on designing a killer keynote. Vince’s acumen for speaking had him inducted into the Speaker Hall of Fame with the
likes of Ronald Reagan, Zig Ziglar, Og Mandino and Jack Canfield. Vince Poscente is in-demand for his Instant Impact and Lasting Influence
keynotes at corporate events around the world. This rare opportunity to learn from a master communicator, at the top of his game of speaking
and training.This powerhouse keynote will help you have instant impact and lasting influence when you are in front of a demanding client or
called to deliver an important presentation.
Full Speed Ahead Leadership
The Olympic movement is pervasive in our society on many levels. Primarily, we can all relate to the pursuit of excellence. We can also
appreciate the three core principles of the pursuit of excellence, international understanding and fair play alongside the motto of Citius, Altius,
Fortius (Swifter, Higher, Stronger).
But the unwritten motto for high performing leaders is “Smartius.” Inevitable obstacles spring from basic human nature. In the personal and
corporate landscape, real life issues and the realities of competition pervade. The solutions to roadblocks for leaders of corporations are
explored in this entertaining and thought-provoking message.
LeBron James used Vince Poscente's strategies in his transitions from Cleveland to Miami and back to his hometown. The Dallas Cowboys
coaching staff used the principles with their team in their recent turnaround season. FedEx and EvolvHealth use Vince Poscente's tools in their
leadership team training keeping them out front in a competitive landscape. Vince Poscente helps teams target their emotion-drivers towards
simplicity, synergy and life balance.
The underpinning of Vince Poscente's "Your Goals in 1/2 the Time" approach is from his international bestseller, The Ant and the Elephant. It is
a based on the combination of finding your WHY and the emotional quotient that fuels internal motivation. Vince Poscente combines the
concepts of finding each team member's emotional buzz, a simple path towards clarity, commitment, consistency, confidence and control in
concert with the team's overall objectives. This is a transformational keynote for teams determined to progress full speed ahead.
Full Speed Ahead Sales
Sales people are a unique collection of high performing individuals, with considerable expectations, facing a cascade of opportunity. This is
coupled with a world of More – Faster - Now realities of overwhelm and life balance. New York Times bestselling author of The Age of Speed,
Olympian and award winning salesperson, Vince Poscente, delivers a wildly entertaining, thought provoking and substantive insight on how to
thrive with our unique sales groups. Vince went from recreational skier to the Olympic games in just four years. Skiing at 135 mph on skis, he
shares a remarkable formula about:
Clarity of Purpose
The Process of Commitment
Consistent Effort in a Competitive Environment
Building Confidence
Routines for Controlling Peak Performance
Giving executives and their sales people a collective experience allows a conference fulcrum for better sales execution and higher profits. Full
Speed Ahead has profoundly affected countless sales teams explore internal motivation and future potential.
Instant Impact and Lasting Influence
Let’s face it, it’s all about conversions. Being a business person in today's MORE-FASTER-NOW world involves optimum ways to communicate.
Leaders who have both impact and influence get more done, in less time, while having more fun. New York Times bestselling author, Olympian
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and Speaker Hall of Fame inductee Vince Poscente, will discuss the three critical areas essential for any person wanting to convert his/her time
into immediate results. The 3 Power Conversions involve: 1. A Unique Value Proposition which makes your company's phone ring. A strong UVP
will convert prospects from only noticing you to chasing you down. 2. The Anatomy of Powerful Communication. There is a science and finesse
to communicating an unforgettable messaging. Convert any form of communication into real time buy-in. 3. 70 Second Videos for instant
impact and lasting influence. Improve your conversions by 800% with Vince's specific approach to video communication. Vince Poscente draws
from his experience as a speed skier in the 1992 Olympics, 20 years of consulting with Fortune 500 companies plus his signature wit and
wisdom. He is the founder of The Goal Acceleration Institute and helps entrepreneurs around the world. His expertise in reaching BIG GOALS in
less time will have your taking notes you can apply immediately to your business.
Select Book Titles
2 0 2 1: The Earthquake, Your Journey from Setback to Breakthroughs
2 0 1 6: Heroes Climb - Ascent from I to Us
2 0 1 5: Putting Your Business in the Passing Lane
2 0 1 4: The Ant and the Elephant - Leadership for the Self: A Parable and 5 Step Action Plan to Transform Performance
2 0 1 2: Get Everything Done FSTR
2 0 0 7: The Age of Speed: Learning to Thrive in a More-Faster-Now World
1 9 9 9: Invincible Principles
Select Articles
Where is Your Focus
Video and article on reaching your goals in 1/2 the time.
5 Qualities of Heroic Leaders
Fearless, Selfless, Compassionate, Persistent and Humble
How to Increase Sales
Video and article on increasing sales faster, with more quality along the short path to excellence.
Select Testimonials
I just need to tell you how fabulous Vince was! OMG, he had 360 people, traditionally hard to move, on their feet several times! He was funny,
engaging, emotionally charged and delivered a great message. Reviews have been phenomenal! Thank you!
— Cathie Clair Hastings, Manager Exhibits, Events & Displays, 3M

Vince was tremendous. He delivered an energetic yet focused presentation that spoke to every person in the room - as evidenced by the long
line of those wanting their picture with him after. Our attendees were raving about Vince a week following his presentation. Thanks, Vince - you
made us look GREAT!
— Dave Carney, President, Orange Theory Fitness

Thanks Vince! You were truly spectacular at our sales meeting and everyone still talks about your presentation/message. Everyone left the
conference motivated and excited about our company and very focused on a successful future. You certainly played a key part in making it
happen!
— Dave Hilfman, SVP Worldwide Sales, UNITED Airlines

Vince's concepts and vision are a must for today's complex world.
— Joseph R. Kane, Jr. President, Days Inn of America

The ant has to train the elephant to let him know, you are the biggest, baddest thing out here. I took a lot from that. (referring to Vince
Poscente's book The Ant and the Elephant)
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— LeBron James, Quoted in Sports Illustrated 3.12.12

I've coordinated hundreds of meetings. Vince was a breath of fresh air!
— Mark A. Martino, President, MAACO Autobody Repair

Vince will help you seek out speed and celebrate it as your most powerful tool in the global race for a better business...
— Mike Lister, President and CEO, Jackson Hewitt, Inc.

Put Vince's lessons into action and reap the rewards.
— Peter Hearl, President and Chief Concept Officer, Pizza Hut, Inc

Eight years ago I wrote, "I knew you would be the home run I had been searching for. I was impressed with your pre-conference preparation and
the time you obviously invested in understanding our organization and the unique characteristics of our needs." Still, eight years after his
powerful keynote, his winning tools stick with our franchisees today.
— Tracy C. Vice President of Vendor Alliance - HFC Executive, Budget Blinds
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